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have always had a feeling that the cultivator makes
a better soldier than the tribesman, in spite of the
glamour that is always shed upon any really wild
man, He is more dependable and far less inde-
' pendent, and it stands to reason that if you want a
large number of men to behave in a way which is
against their natural inclination, in conditions where
the personal supervision of an officer cannot always
be exercised, you had much better choose men who
are amenable to discipline and not too wild or inde-
pendent. They were put into uniform and strictly
disciplined by a British non-commissioned officer,
Corporal Hall of the 5th Queen's, who stayed with
them for years after I had left Nasiriyah, and became
one of the first officers of the Arab Levies into which
my guard was afterwards merged. Their titular
commander was Hezam al Mishari, a member of
the Sa'dun family, who remains in my memory
chiefly from the fact that the first time he ever held
a polo-stick in his hand he galloped the whole
length of the field hitting the ball hard and true
until it went between the goal posts*
Apart from the two regattas which I have already
described, we had a fairly peaceful time while I was
at Nasiriyah, The General did sally forth on one
occasion with practically the whole division to
chastise someone or other, but the Muntafiq put up a
strong resistance and were not very much impressed,
I was with the Divisional Staff on a small mound,
watching a brigade advancing upon a rebellious
village, when I suddenly saw two armed Arabs
galloping full pelt towards us from behind. " Look
out, sir ! " I shouted to the General, who remained
quite unmoved, though some of the Staff fingered
their revolvers and looked a little alarmed, but

